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From: Statistical Problem Solving

Descriptive statistics
Run Charts
Histograms
Correlation Charts

ACTION
Process Improvement
ANALYZE
Situational assessment
Is a decision required
Constraints and criticality

CAUSE
Root Cause Analysis
Information -get the facts

THINK
Analyze data for context, content and effect
Apply liminal thinking
Apply critical thinking
Sharply define situation in math and visualization
New solutions – change or transform
Impact on mission, goals and values
Recommendation and options
Make the decision

Method

AFFINITY SYSTEMS LLC

Synthesis –Scientific Method

Decision-making

Situation
Segment (isolate from background)
Research (establish source and base)
Document process-get facts-visual, math

Analysis –Critical Thinking and break through
Document
Form hypothesis
Experiment – supporting/contradict
Draw fact-based conclusion
Repeat and precisely duplicate experiment

Proof of Concept

IMPLEMENT

Test or pilot the solution

Test
Implement
Measure the effects

Implement the solution

OPTIMIZE
NEXT

Measure the effects
Corrective action where needed
Process Improvement Stage
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Decision-making in a Disruptive Reordering

The Scientific Method
The Scientific Method, credited to Aristotle, is used
to define, isolate and resolve situations
systematically.
The method achieves this purpose by isolating the
problem, analyzing and developing proof and
alternatives, testing the options derived from the
analysis, and picking the solution(s) best
representing the truth (or current condition).

The Scientific Method
There are numerous interpretations and approaches
to the scientific method sharing common elements
but used for different purposes.
For example, testing an academic publication's
content is different from exploring and solving a
problem on the shop floor.

The Scientific Method
Academically, the process starts and ends with
identifying and then analyzing the concept. The
result is a reasoned study or proof, a theorem
derived by a chain of reasoning.

The Scientific Method
The situational analysis starts with an inquiry. Then,
numerous optional steps, such as problem
statements, interviews, sampling techniques,
flowcharting, information gathering, and intuition,
are required to complete the process.
Once done, the steps are implementation,
optimization, and celebration.
Academic or Shop floor both require inductive and
deductive reasoning.

The Scientific Method
Intuition - hunch
To look inwardly, perceiving a truth without a reasoning
process or inference and understanding the situation
and the solution without a complete examination.
Intuition takes patterns and knowledge and provides an
“instant” appreciation for the problem and the probable
solution.
The scientific method involves understanding the
macro and micro components of a system. Intuition
does both on a situational basis.

The Scientific Method
Intuition - hunch
Intuition is a valuable tool, used almost automatically to
make instant decisions, which on their own require data
inputs- analog or digital, fact or pattern.
Strategic planning is the arena for intuition, where the
future structure is created by connecting incomplete
patterns.
The scientific method is structured, but intuition is a
component of developing both the hypothesis and the
solution. When incorporated into the premises, intuition
must stand up to facts. In strategic planning, time will tell.

The Scientific Method

The scientific method ends with a hypothesis, not
implementation.
In business, developing a hypothesis on any
topic is admirable, but it must serve a purpose.
From a commercial perspective, a conclusion by
itself is waste. The result must be actionable and
support the primary mission.
The content of this presentation leads to a
conceptual result and completed ACTION.

The Scientific Method-Aristotle

Inductive – define the patterns needed to
develop a hypothesis.
Deductive-getting complex data is required to
support the hypothesis.

Reasoning

Feeling-Inductive

Thinking-Deductive
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Basis for
Decision

Deductive and Inductive reasoning are COMPLEMENTARY
Symptoms

Inductive
Reasoning
Intuitive
Patterns

Source Issue
Root cause

Facts
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Deductive
Reasoning
Fact driven

Induction
An analysis is defining the elements or structure of something.
Particulars (individual, not universal) are detailed information
about a person, place, object, or activity.
An abstraction is an inquiry, the quality of dealing with ideas
rather than events. (A business systems study requires
examining events and incorporating ideas in the solution).
An inquiry asks for information or finds it by using tools like
questionaries and surveys.

An investigation is a systematic examination or research using
flowcharts and other techniques to deconstruct information and
then recompose it back to the total.

Inductive Reasoning
Based on Patterns

Premise
If this pattern
is birds

Conclusion
Plus, this
pattern is birds

The pattern
repeats

Consequences
Future action
based on premise
alone may be
positive.

This slide clearly
illustrates the need to
supplement inductive
reasoning with deductive
fact-finding.

OR

The pattern fails

Actions based on
the premise
alone will
probably fail.
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The Scientific Method-Aristotle
Induction

Objectivity means separating perceptions or ideas of
opinion from known facts.

Inductive Reasoning
Based on Patterns
Analyze patterns and develop conclusions. Then,
using deductive reasoning, find out if facts support
the decision.
If not, the conclusion is probably wrong. Likewise,
step the decision backward and determine if it still
makes sense without supporting facts.
Regardless, inductive reasoning under the cover of
intuition is highly subject to emotional influences
and assumptions, often spelled ass-u-me.

Deductive Reasoning
Based on Facts
Syllogistic reasoning is propositional logic (all, are, some).
An Explanation is a reason or justification provided for an action or belief.
Demonstration indicates the existence or truth of something by providing proof
or evidence.
The derivation is deducing a new formula, theorem, or paradigm from
previously accepted statements (a definite or clear expression of something in
speech or writing).
Particulars are detailed information about a person, place or thing, object, or
activity.

Proven or explained is showing evidence of “something.”

Deductive Reasoning
Based on Facts

=
=
=
=

Deductive Reasoning

Fact Gathering

Analysis
Hypothesis generation based on facts
supporting premise

Relational problem solving
Establish premise

Situational analysis, cause and effect.
Determine source issue

Start from top and work to bottom, multidimensional

Sundry charting methodologies,
mathematical compilation

Visuals, math based, facts support premise,
GAP analysis

Mathematical modeling, document potential
solution(s)

Review, Ideation, establish need for
additional research

Refine documentation
Analyze GAP

Added fact finding

Update data from step one.

Analysis

Refine analytical data- models, State
potential solutions

Validate hypothesis, test where possible,
pilot where feasible

Design of Experiments, test where possible,
pilot if feasible

Final conclusions

Refine documentation
Resolve/include GAP solutions

Go, no-go decision
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Refine mathematical models, document
solution(s).

Process Management
Flowcharts
For this presentation, the tool of analysis is the flowchart.
Use other charts and methods from Statistical Problem
Solving in ACTION. Reference back to ACTION Map.

4/8/2022 9:02 PM

From: Statistical Problem Solving

Analysis Methodology
Analysis-deconstruct (downwards causation) elements into smaller
components to understand how they affect the whole.
Synthesis – connect structure from the bottom up. This example uses the
analysis results to modify, recombine and create a new system.
Analysis-deconstruction

Modify

Synthesis-recombination

AcdB
Independent

Acd
Dependent

c
Dependent

AcdfB
Independent

B
Dependent

d
Dependent

Acdf
Dependent

Redesign or modify
d to df

c
Dependent

B
Dependent

df
Dependent

Problem Solving-Graphical Techniques
Use based on the ACTION map
Problem
Identification

Problem
Analysis

Flow Chart (Value
Stream Mapping)

Pareto Chart

Check Sheet

Cause and Effect
(Fish bone Diagram)

Brainstorming

Nominal Group
Technique

Histogram
Scatter Diagram

Control Chart

Run Chart

Process Capability

Stratification

Force Field Analysis

From: Statistical Problem Solving in
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Process Management Tools

Different techniques provide distinct views and are
collectively crucial for getting all the facts.
Everything is connected in multiple dimensions. Therefore,
supposedly insignificant connections or actions can affect
the whole.

4/8/2022 9:02 PM

From: Statistical Problem Solving

Application

Systems thinking is imperative for business planning and
execution. In addition, it is an essential tool for analyzing
supply chain activities, from order entry to customers
receiving the product and invoice.

Tools
As in every part of the project, it is essential to
determine what tools your team needs and provide
them. Then, pick the method based on need.
Some useful improvement tools are:

4/8/2022 9:02 PM

Toolbox
1. Check sheets
2. Flow charts
3. Affinity diagrams
4. Scatter diagrams
5. Operational definitions
6. Run chart
7. Capability analysis
8. Cause and effect diagrams
9. Force field analysis
10.Histograms
11.Nominal group techniques
12.Pareto diagrams
4/8/2022 9:02 PM

13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.
20.
21.
22.

Sampling techniques
Control charts
Spread sheets
Facilitation skills
Change management models
Listening skills
Brainstorming (Intensive
Planning)
Surveys
Collaboration techniques
Thinking tools

Transform
make a thorough or
dramatic change in
the form,
appearance, or
Identify the
character. Break the
to discover
continuum.

Document and Prove It

Hermeneutic Circle

Understanding of the
whole is aided by
understanding the parts.
Understanding the whole is
techniques
helped by understanding
the entirety.

problem using flowcharts and other
what is going on—state issues as questions,
Part
observation,
and
captured
images. Part
Assimilate
take in (information,
sources but
Part
ideas, or culture)Research multiple methods and information
Analysis
and fully understand
focus on core content and complementary materials.
the content and
Find out what others have done to solve a similar problem.
context.
Part
Introduce debate to facilitate creativity.
Part
Synthesis

the combinationForm
of
the hypothesis by defining
P
ideas to form a
it in
theory, or systemfor
a the situation. Then, state
P
new or modified
result (for example,
Analysis
P
a modified product.

P
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Component
Part actual Analysis
the
or implied reason
a useful form.
Part

Component
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Analysis
detailed examination of the
elements or structure of
something to discover cause.

Document and Prove It
Identify the problem using flowcharts and other techniques
to discover what is going on—state issues as questions,
observation, and captured images.

Research multiple methods and information sources but
focus on core content and complementary materials.
Find out what others have done to solve a similar problem.
Introduce debate to facilitate creativity.
Form the hypothesis by defining the actual or implied reason
for the situation. Then, state it in a useful form.

Copyright ©2019 Wayne L Staley
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Flowcharting-Relationships, Cycles and Time
Deconstruction of the Process
Relationships
Independent and
Dependent

Independent

Time, space, energy, motion

Dependent

Purpose - independent
Why (5)
What
How
Who
Why (5)
What
How

Subordinate Purpose - dependent
Dependent

Dependent

Copyright ©2018 Wayne L Staley
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Dependent

Dependent
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(Often not primary to independent)
Why (5)
What
How
Who
How does it support purpose
How does it support independent
Why (5)
What
How

Dependency Relationship

Independent

Blue-dependent

Value Stream Mapping (Flowcharting)
❑ What process is being performed, current state?

❑ How is the process being done?
❑ When is the process completed?
❑ Why (5) is it important?

❑ Who is doing the process?
❑ Where is it being done?
❑ What are the linkages?
❑ How long does it take?
❑ How do materials, parts, components, and
paperwork flow through the system?

Document the Problem
❑ State in problem/issue in mathematical terms if possible.
❑ Illustrate in visual terms – photograph, graphic, video.
❑ Question value proposition-added or subtracted.

❑ Brainstorm possibilities.
❑ Keep an open mind and ask what if, why, and when.

❑ State test methodology.
❑ Define actions.
❑ Assign responsibilities.

4/8/2022 9:02 PM
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Document and Prove It
Chop information down to readable size usingobservations and measurable data. Severity, designtest, measure, gather data. Use sampling logic and
testing as defined in Quality Management.
Results-information gathered using
quantitative (math) and qualitative (observed).
Conclusion: Summarize the overall results, proof of
concept, and accept or reject the hypothesis. Decide
if there is further application.

Summary
❑ Establish the patterns-form preliminary hypothesis.
❑ Gather and analyze the facts.

❑ Prove or disprove.
❑ Test-proof of concept.
❑ Put in implementable form.
❑ Test or pilot.
❑ Do.

❑ Conformance test.
❑ Improve (if necessary).
4/8/2022 9:02 PM
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AS

What, why (5), when,
where -Urgency

it is
Situational
analysis
Celebrate successful
conclusion. Conduct postmortem. One task done.
Now fix another system

Few systems changes are
make precisely as
planned. Plan for
continual improvement.
Eliminate variables.

AS Current

AS

we
celebrate

AS we test
and
optimize
new Current
State

State
Problem
assessment

Approval
Processadvance,
go back,
quit

AS

we
establish
needs.
change
Fix or pass

Note-urgency does not
mean skipping steps, but
giving a higher priority
Consequences of current
actions-Impact Statement
Fact finding-value
analysis
SWOT-Strength,
weakness, opportunity,
threats

Overview of need and
opportunity-overcome
bias and ambiguity
Decision-go or no-go

AS we
Project management
methodology
Quality has priority
Train, train, train

implement
changeInstall Future
State

AS

Design
of the
Future State

AS we testCopyright ©2021Wayne L Staley

experiment
or pilot

Rethink /refine problem
and solutions, design the
final change

Will the solution work?
(Design of Experiments is
an option)

Informed and Empowered People

People, Quality, Process

People
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do

Success

9-08-2020

AFFINITY SYSTEMS LLC
Project/Quality Methodology and Process

AS it is, situational, actual - Current State
AS inductive, patterns, interpretation – Current State

AS deductive, fact-gathering, SWOT, Due diligence
AS strategic and tactical implications, opportunity funnels

AS think - needs of customers, analysis, facts,
AS solutions are innovated - create, challenge, discover, experiment
AS overcome bias and ambiguity

AS design, proof of concept, change- Future State
Copyright ©2016 Affinity Systems LLC
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AFFINITY SYSTEMS LLC
Project/Quality Methodology and Process

AS rethink and transfer project knowledge, liminal transformation
AS Implemented-transformed State-result
AS tested and measured –stability, repeatability of the process

AS optimized, quality assurance –meets or exceeds standards
AS completed –

AS next – continuous improvement
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Final Notes
Every search starts on a desert of information. While
knowing where you are and want to go, the pathway and
means to get there are frequently ambiguous, unclear, or
contradictory.
The task is separating the actual situation from the
perceived; chasing down holes is a waste of time.
Sticking to the principles of the Scientific Method and
making good decisions on the data are prerequisites for
success.
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Final Notes

The different techniques for problem-solving and
decision-making are embedded in each set of
presentations.
Use this presentation as the core methodology.

Remember, opinion is not the truth, and facts are
always available on both sides of the argument.
The scientific method, properly used, separates reality
from speculation, opinions from facts, and guesses
from reality.
Copyright ©2016 Affinity Systems LLC
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